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IronOrbit Exhibits at New York’s Largest
Construction & Design Conference
GPU-Accelerated INFINITY Workspaces to Pave the Way for the AEC Industry.
Monday, February 28th, 2022 - Anaheim Hills, CA - IronOrbit, ICT powerhouse and Gartner recognized Managed
DaaS provider, announces it will be exhibiting at the New York Build 2022 Expo. The in-person conference, the largest of its
kind on the East Coast, will be at the recently expanded Javits Center, March 2 & 3, 2022. Information and Education
sessions will be available online.
The two-day construction industry conference will feature over 250 exhibitors and 300 speakers presenting on topics
including Aligning Technology & Business, Importance of Digitization, and New York's $306 Billion Infrastructure Plan. The
construction industry has traditionally been technologically conservative, but the current business climate is urging all
sectors to engage cloud technologies.
“New York is the nation’s most active construction site. They have the highest construction employment levels, even before
the passing of the infrastructure bill,” says VP of Business Unit, Ayman Ayoub. “The bill's passing means many AEC ﬁrms will
have to scale quickly to meet the demands of new projects, and our INFINITY Workspaces are an ideal ﬁt. Firms realize
signiﬁcant beneﬁts, including real-time collaboration, improved productivity, and centralized data within a secure
environment. We're here to collaborate and share insights with the industry because we understand how important new
technology is for sustained success.”
As AEC ﬁrms seek long-term solutions that align technology with business strategy, they realize the need for cloud solutions
that offer comprehensive digital transformation. IronOrbit’s proprietary turnkey solution, managed DaaS, ﬁts the bill.
Graphics-intensive 3D applications drive the AEC industry, and the GPU-Accelerated INFINITY Workspaces are optimized for
engineers and architects needing real-time collaboration and superior performance. Visitors at the IronOrbit exhibit will be
able to see ﬁrst-hand demonstrations of crucial beneﬁts such as:
• Fast and seamless performance of CAD power users
• Collaboration-ready workspaces in action
• Real-time and instant scaling of resources
• IT management from a single dashboard
IronOrbit’s INFINITY Workspaces focus on signiﬁcant GPU use cases for both knowledge workers and creative design
professionals requiring graphic-intensive 3D applications.
The New York Build Expo, the National Council of Structural Engineers Association recognizes the valuable contributions
structural engineers make to building safe structures and making communities more resilient. The organization works to
constantly improve the standard level of practice of the structural engineering profession.
IronOrbit is scheduled to exhibit at many AEC conferences in 2022, including multiple National Council of Structural
Engineers Association (NCSEA) events. A recent talk on VDI was presented to the Massachusetts chapter of the ACEC, as
well as Five-Ways to Future-Proof Your Firm at the 2021 National ACEC Conference. The company also hosts the AEC
technology forum, "What's Up AEC?!", where they review and discuss trending topics impacting the AEC industry. IronOrbit
provides cloud services and highly secure cloud workspaces to thousands of customers, including the US government. They
are SOC 2 Certiﬁed and have multiple Tier 3 & 4 data centers located in North America and Canada.
Learn more at www.ironorbit.com
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